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Abstract. As current action remains insufficient to meet the goals of the Paris agreement yet alone 56 
stabilize the climate, there is increasing hope that solutions related to demand, services and social 57 
aspects of climate change mitigation can close the gap. However, given these topics are not investigated 58 
by a single epistemic community, the literature base underpinning the associated research continues to 59 
be undefined. Here, we aim to delineate a plausible body of literature capturing a comprehensive 60 
spectrum of demand, services and social aspects of climate change mitigation. As method we use a novel 61 
double-stacked expert – machine learning research architecture and expert evaluation to develop a 62 
typology and map key messages relevant for climate change mitigation within this body of literature. 63 
First, relying on the official key words provided to the IPCC by governments (across 17 queries), and on 64 
specific investigations of domain experts (27 queries), we identify 121,165 non-unique and 99,065 65 
unique academic publications covering issues relevant for demand-side mitigation. Second, we identify a 66 
literature typology with four key clusters: policy, housing, mobility, and food/consumption. Third, we 67 
systematically extract key content-based insights finding that the housing literature emphasizes social 68 
and collective action, where the food/consumption literatures highlight behavioral change, but insights 69 
also demonstrate the dynamic relationship between behavioral change and social norms. All clusters 70 
point to the possibility of improved public health as a result of demand-side solutions. The centrality of 71 
the policy cluster suggests that political actions are what brings the different specific approaches 72 
together. Forth, by mapping the underlying epistemic communities we find that researchers are already 73 
highly interconnected, glued together by common interests in sustainability and energy demand. We 74 
conclude by outlining avenues for interdisciplinary collaboration, synthetic analysis, community building, 75 
and by suggesting next steps for evaluating this body of literature.  76 
 77 
Introduction 78 
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports increasing risk of climate change to 79 
human health, livelihoods, water supply, food security, human security, and economic development 80 
already appearing with global warming of 1.5°C, and more harmful impacts with 2°C (IPCC 2018). Yet, 81 
pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C would require rapid and often far-reaching transitions in 82 
energy, land, urban and infrastructure (including transport and buildings), and industrial systems. These 83 
system transitions are unprecedented in scale, and possibly also in terms of speed, and imply deep 84 
emissions reductions in all sectors, a wide portfolio of mitigation options and a significant upscaling of 85 
investments in those options (IPCC 2018, Geels 2018, McMeekin et al 2019).  86 
Avoiding the risk and harm associated with negative emission technologies, such as large-scale land-87 
system domination by bioenergy with carbon capture and storage, seems only possible with rapid 88 
reductions in energy demand (Grubler et al 2018). Demand-side measures, including energy efficiency 89 
improvements, are considered as overall beneficial, and mostly associated with no or moderate risks of 90 
harmful side effects (Edenhofer et al 2014, Dubois et al 2019).  91 
Specifically, lowering energy demand growth is key to managing trade-offs between Sustainable 92 
Development Goals (SDGs) and creating synergies instead (Stechow et al 2016). While the Global Energy 93 
Assessment started to systematically cover consumption-based energy choices (Roy et al 2012), and 94 
some key contributions highlighted the relevance of energy end-use choices (Wilson and Dowlatabadi 95 
2007, Wilson et al 2012),  up to now, demand-side options have not yet been systematically covered and 96 
framed in IPCC reports (Creutzig et al 2016). Demand-side options are here understood as mitigation 97 






































































solutions that relate to end-user demand of services and products, and may include not only end-users 98 
as consumers, but also service recipients as political agents.  99 
More precisely, demand refers to end-use demand for services, such as nutrition, mobility, thermal 100 
comfort and lighting. It emphasizes services rather than consumption as essential dimension to 101 
guarantee constituents of wellbeing. A focus on social aspects is equally warranted, emphasizing the 102 
importance of social dynamics and people in their various roles as agents driving climate change but also 103 
climate change mitigation. In response to the realization that demand-side and service solutions might 104 
be of high relevance and importance, the next IPCC report (AR6) will cover demand-side solutions in a 105 
new chapter (Chapter 5 of the WGIII: “demand, services, and social aspects of mitigation”).  106 
The social sciences need to play a core role investigating  preferences, norms and infrastructures in 107 
individual and institutional decision making, and its relevance for policy making; the role of social 108 
practices in organizing societies; they will need to address ethical perspectives on the question of good 109 
living in the context of demand-side solutions; engineering and industrial ecology will provide portfolios 110 
of end-use technologies compatible with demand, and service associated climate solutions; and global 111 
scenarios and development studies will need to locate these solutions as elements of climate 112 
stabilization pathways and within the context of Sustainable Development Goals ( Creutzig et al. 2018; 113 
Nerini et al 2019). These tasks may possibly be operationalized but are also very broad. Broad is also the 114 
literature base that could possibly underpin assessments of demand-side climate change mitigation. 115 
Nearly all social sciences have to contribute some aspects to these discussions. Even an exploratory 116 
study with a small survey pointed to 96 different theories of socio-technical change (Sovacool and Hess 117 
2017). It is hence very challenging to gain safe grounds in, let alone synthesize, the bodies of literature 118 
relevant for substantiating an assessment on demand-side solutions.  119 
Here, we aim to delineate a plausible body of literature capturing the whole spectrum of demand, 120 
services and social aspects of climate change mitigation. Pragmatically, we take the IPCC’s government-121 
mandated outline of the corresponding chapter as a starting point and strengthen it with expert 122 
assessment of relevant and specific subtopics. By this we obtain a bottom-up characterization of the 123 
literature space.  124 
For this study, we use bibliometric methods and big data approaches applied to the literature. We accept 125 
the premise that learning on climate solutions can be crucially supported, albeit not achieved on its own, 126 
by systematic methods and literature searches (Minx et al 2017), and find encouraging support in 127 
systematic and bibliometrically supported reviews on the opposite end of climate change mitigation 128 
solutions, namely negative emission technologies (Minx et al 2018, Fuss et al 2018, p 2, Nemet et al 129 
2018). We also build on a systematic topography of the overall climate change literature (Callaghan et al 130 
2020). Our specific contribution is a mapping of academic papers identified by systematically scoping the 131 
literature on demand-side, service-oriented, and social aspects of climate change mitigation.  132 
Research Design: A mixed methods approach  133 
We approach the bibliometric exploration of the literature bodies relevant for demand- and service-side 134 
solutions to climate change mitigation in two steps: 1) Top-down searches, and 2) Expert queries. We 135 
supplemented this with expert elicitation and a survey (SI).  136 
The UN member states mandated the IPCC with following an approved government outline for all 137 
chapters (Box 1, IPCC 2017). Here we follow this outline and code it into 17 queries for each bullet point 138 
(see SI), thus scoping what governments consider be the relevant literature for demand, services and 139 







































































social aspects of climate change mitigation. These 17 queries identify 57,131 unique papers as of May 140 
2020.  141 
Box 1. Key issues provided by the governments to address in Chapter 5: Demand, services and 
social aspects of mitigation 
a. Mitigation, sustainable development and the SDGs (human needs, access to services, and 
affordability) 
b. Patterns of development and indicators of wellbeing  
c. Sustainable consumption and production 
d. Linking services with demand, sectors, systems - implications for mitigation and 
sustainable development 
e. Culture, social norms, practices and behavioural changes for lower resource requirements  
f. Sharing economy, collaborative consumption, community energy 
g. Implications of information and communication technologies for mitigation opportunities 
taking account of social change  
h. Circular economy (maximising material and resource efficiency, closing loops): insights 
from life cycle assessment and material flow analysis 
i. Social acceptability of supply and demand solutions  
j. Leapfrogging, capacity for change, feasible rates of change and lock-ins 
k. Identifying actors, their roles and relationships  
l. Impacts of non-mitigation policies (welfare, housing, land use, employment, etc.) 
m. Policies facilitating behavioural and lifestyle change 
n. Case studies and regional specificities 
 142 
Some issues are translated into search queries nearly verbatim, such as “sustainable production and 143 
consumption”, others require more interpretation to become operationalized as search query. For 144 
example, ‘Culture, social norms, practices and behavioural changes for lower resource requirements’ is 145 
translated into TS=((“culture” OR “social norm” OR “practice” OR “behavioral change”) AND (“resource” 146 
OR “energy”)). Here TS is the Web of Science abbreviation for “topic”. Search queries are tabularized in 147 
Table S1 and S2.  148 
 149 
To constrain results to those relevant to climate change mitigation, we also add the following term as 150 
logical AND operation to the specific queries:  151 
 152 
TS=(("CO2" OR "carbon" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global warming" OR 153 
“climate crisis”) NEAR/3 ("trading" OR "tax" OR "control" OR "regulation" OR "mitigat*" OR "decarbon*" 154 
OR "reduc*")) NOT TS=("catalyst*" OR "distill*" OR "chemicals" OR "super-critical" OR "foaming" OR 155 
"pore")  156 
 157 
We call this the ‘mitigation query’. It is further developed from the query used by (Lamb et al 2018). 158 
(NEAR/3 required the words to be not more than 3 words apart within the same document). The 159 
mitigation query alone yields ~30.000 results in Web of Science as of Dec 1st, 2018. The yields in response 160 
to combination with the specific queries are summarized in Figure 1, and the specific queries can be 161 
found in the Supporting Information. In the result section, we evaluate the results of this query and 162 
reveal the shortcomings of this approach.  163 
 164 
 165 







































































Figure 1. Number of articles resulting from specific queries. As some articles are found by more than one query, the total count 167 
includes doublets or triples. Queries are all detailed in the SI.  168 
Second, we asked domain experts in our team to identify subjectively five of the most important papers 169 
in their specific field relevant to demand, services and social aspects of mitigation (see Figure 1, and SI 170 
for query details). We cross-checked whether these papers were discovered by our top- down search 171 
query. Over 50% were not discovered by the top-down query.  172 
Hence, we developed 27 search queries that are investigating aspects of the issue list in much more 173 
detail. These involve search queries that expand on the search query for a specific issue and that may be 174 
related to specific end uses. In particular, each topic-related search query had to be associated with at 175 
least one item from the government-provided issue list, and possibly one end-use or more. As a general 176 
rule, we dropped the mitigation query here, but instead refined the issue-related part of the query to 177 
derive a targeted set of queries (see Supporting Information). We find 63,847 documents. Among those 178 
34% (21,913 documents) were also identified by the top-down search query. Expert queries hence 179 







































































identified by two thirds documents not yet obtained by IPCC queries, certifying the benefit of additional 180 
domain-expert derived search queries.  181 
For example, we developed a search query for circular economy that involves synonyms, and that 182 
involves a process systematically capturing the highly relevant gray literature in this field. In other 183 
instances, we derived search queries that address a certain class of action, such as behavioral change, 184 
and combine it with certain end-uses, such as food consumption, to cover highly context specific 185 
examples.  186 
The approach taken is comprehensive in relying on experts on all sectors, and on various different 187 
approaches. Nonetheless, bias is arising from possible being incomplete and not having covered all topics 188 
that others might deem relevant. Another source of bias is that the experts involved may not cover 189 
geographical scope and cultures completely. Our study is also biased by language, only querying English-190 
language literature. Hence, there is certainly scope for improved and additional queries, and the results 191 
represented should be understood as a first attempt to define the literature base for demand-side 192 
solutions for climate change mitigation, not as a final result.  193 
To explore the content of the studies in our queries, we apply topic modeling, an unsupervised machine 194 
learning technique that allows to explore the content in large collections of documents. Specifically, for 195 
the topic modelling, we use non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung 1999), an approach that 196 
factorizes the term frequency–inverse document frequency matrix V with i items and μ documents into 197 
the matrices W (the topic-term matrix) and H (the document-topic matrix): 198 





with each column a of W being topics. Each topic is represented by a distribution of words, in which the 201 
words with the strongest weights indicate the semantic content of the topic. Topics are calculated using 202 
the scikit-learn library, and are saved in a database and topic visualization system, as developed by 203 
(Chaney and Blei 2012). Code and additional information are published online at 204 
https://github.com/mcallaghan/tmv. 205 
Topic models for the 99,065 publications are calculated for 20, 40, 60, and 80 topics. The relative 206 
usefulness of each model was assessed subjectively by the authors, based on inspection of the online 207 
visualization tool and the spreadsheet ‘SI_topicmodels.xlsx’ in the SI. The spreadsheet shows each set of 208 
topics in adjacent columns. Topics from each model are placed next to the topics with the largest 209 
number of each topic’s ten highest-scoring words in common. This helps authors to find an appropriate 210 
level of granularity for the analysis, even as different choices are possible. We make a judgement based 211 
on subjective criteria, but the supporting data file ‘SI_topicmodels.xlsx’  can be inspected for the topic 212 
choices embedded in different models. While the main conclusions remain intact irrespective of model, 213 
we chose the topic models with 60 topics for further analysis as it provided for specific topics of interest 214 
for domain experts, such as tourism, without splitting up into redundant topics.  215 
To compare IPCC and expert queries, we compare their respective topic models (Figure S1). The results 216 
reveal that topic models are mostly matching well: one topic cluster usually corresponds to a model 217 
cluster in the other topic model (for example {policy, social, research} corresponds to {policy, adaptation, 218 








































































research}. However, there are some exceptions. For example, the core query emphasizes LCA, a 219 
methodological term, which is not represented at the high-level topic presentation of the wider topic 220 
model. Instead, the wider model explicitly picks up ‘China’, the only geographical location in our topic 221 
results.  222 
This results suggests that the generic search of the “chapter” queries is good in identifying the overall 223 
topics. However, as expert domain queries find a high amount of additional literature (41,934 224 
documents), expert search queries and knowledge remains important for identifying the in-depth 225 
literature.  226 
Next, we used scoring by 20 experts to rank the 60 topics in terms of relevance as demand-side solutions 227 
for climate change mitigation (SI_topicgrading.xlsx). Each topics was scored by an integer number 228 
between 0 and 10, where 0 indicates zero relevance for climate change mitigation, and 10 indicates 229 
highest relevance for climate change mitigation. We calculated mean, median and standard deviation 230 
and ranked them according to median score. We then filtered out topics those were equal to or 231 
exceeded a median score of 7.0, thus guaranteeing that at least half of the experts scored the topic as 232 
highly relevant, resulting into 24 topics.  233 
Finally, we aimed to understand the content messages by each of the 24 relevant topics. For each topic, 234 
we filtered out the 10 papers that had the highest topic score, and the 10 papers with topic score above 235 
0.1 that had the highest citation count (adjusted for year since publication). We then read the 20 236 
abstracts and evaluated them according to whether they contained relevant insights on demand-side 237 
solutions for climate change mitigation. We compiled these insights into Table S3.  238 
The overall workflow is reported in Figure 2. 239 








































































Figure 2. Flow chart of approach.  241 
 242 
Results: Disparate bodies of evidence but converging agendas.  243 
The literature on demand-side and service-related solutions for climate change mitigation is growing 244 
exponentially (Figure 3). Compound annual growth rate, in average, is 16.4% from 1997 until 2018, with 245 
growth rates above 20% for 2009 until 2017. The overall literature on climate change grew by 13.7% in 246 
average between 1997 and 2018 (Callaghan et al 2020, Figure S1). Growth rates of this body of literature 247 
is smaller than the overall growth in literature on climate change from 1997 until 2005, but higher from 248 
2006 onwards (Figure S2).  249 









































































Figure 3. Growth of literature that underpins demand-side and service-related aspects of climate change mitigation. Numbers for 251 
2020 and 2021 are extrapolated from the compound annual growth rate 2014-2019 (~15%). Publications in the period of the 6th 252 
Assessment are projected to be nearly twice more than all publications before together.  253 
Mapping topic models overlaps and divergences 254 
Locating the 99,065 results of the literature into thematic map reveals a broad landscape of topics that 255 
by similarity distances mapping provides orientation (Figure 4). Using non-negative matrix factorization, 256 
the 60 topic models was extracted from the abstracts (see Methods, and (Callaghan et al 2020)). The 257 
topic scores of each document are reduced to two dimensions (using t-distributed stochastic neighbor 258 
embedding (t-SNE)). This method seeks to preserve small distance between topically similar documents.                                                                                                                                    259 
The map reveals that those topics deemed relevant by the expert judgement (relevance score >= 7) are 260 
more often occurring together than not and are mostly in the West of the topic map. As illustration how 261 
literature on specific topics is distributed over the map, we illustrated this distribution for the case of 262 
energy demand in Figure S5. 263 
We identify four clusters that are dominated by demand-related topics (Figure 4). The policy cluster is 264 
located in the center and includes policy instruments, taxes, and cost-benefit analysis as topics, and 265 
related encompassing issues, such as GDP and low-carbon development. Located on top of the policy 266 
cluster, a housing cluster includes topics from buildings, to heat, community, rural households and cities, 267 
but also governance, thus specifying the multiple stakeholders involved in built environments, beyond 268 
policy makers only. Also the topic of social housing and others clarify that the literature not only 269 
addresses mechanistic aspects of building and GHG emissions, but also the wider social surrounding of 270 
energy use. Further to the right of the policy cluster, a food/consumption cluster summarizes issues on 271 
diet and waste, but also consumption. A surprising tourism topic is located further out to the left, related 272 
to overall consumption (footprints). Below the policy cluster, a cluster on mobility encompasses topics 273 
like vehicles, travel, and transport. Electricity serves as a bridge between mobility and policy cluster, 274 







































































inter alia substantiated, content-wise, by the increasing importance of sector coupling for 275 
decarbonization.  276 
The other parts of the thematic landscape are occupied by topics rated of less direct relevance to 277 
demand-side climate mitigation. They include nature related topics at the top right, such as soil, forests, 278 
and water, some of them connected to the food cluster via topics such as plant and crops. Another less 279 
relevant cluster of topics relates to supply side topics, such as wind, oil and gas that are connected to the 280 
central policy and the mobility cluster via energy demand and electricity, and also industry, located in 281 
the same region of the map (Figure S6).  282 
The overall map depicts an overall logical relationship between topics. Exceptions include tourism that is 283 
surprisingly disconnected to mobility and transport topics, even though aviation dominates the GHG 284 
emission footprint of tourism. Also the work topic is more difficult to localize and explain.  285 
  286 
 287 








































































Figure 4. A map of the literature on demand, services and social aspects of climate change mitigation. Dots show document 288 
positions obtained by reducing the 60-dimensional topic scores to two dimensions aiming to preserve similarity in overall topic 289 
score. The two axes therefore have no direct interpretation, but represent a reduced version of similarities between documents 290 
across 60 topics. Documents are colored by query category. Topic labels of the 24 most relevant topics are placed in the center of 291 
each of the large clusters of documents associated with each topic. % value in caption indicates the proportion of studies in each 292 
“relevance” bracket.  293 
Expert synthesis of the key literature from topic models  294 
Next, we summarize the key papers from the topic models, selected from the ten most cited of each 295 
topic model with topic score > 0.1, and the 10 with highest topic score. We find a wide array from 296 
insights, ranging from the importance of consumption-based carbon footprints, to sectoral interventions, 297 
to policy instruments, and the key insight that demand and supply are interdependent and require joint 298 
consideration (Table S3). We further condense these insights into headline statements in a clustered 299 
summary (Figure 5).  300 
While the statements communicate content and messages on their own, four important observations 301 
can be drawn from analysis of their relations.  302 
First, the central role of policy instruments finds a specification in the role taxes albeit as part 303 
comprehensive evolution of policy packages and appropriate sequencing. Recent literature connects the 304 
effectiveness of policy instruments with fairness, achieved for example by payment of a climate 305 
dividend, thus guaranteeing impartiality and social support of market-based instruments. The policy 306 
literature also increasingly relates to behavioral and sociological insights, for example, showing that a 307 
price signal can trigger the development of social norms, which in turn leverage the otherwise possibly 308 
small price effect.  309 
Second, the housing related messages reveal that buildings and cities are places where overall 310 
governance, including all societal actors, and collective action is advanced and investigated, emphasizing 311 
the social dimension of action. Surprisingly, in our literature base governance is more related to the 312 
housing cluster than to the policy cluster. This is possibly aligned to social housing and cities being places 313 
where polycentric governance and a multitude of actors and perspective come together; or more 314 
generally, when specific places, urban and rural alike, are considered, people enter the picture, too.  315 
Third, the consumption and food cluster puts relatively more importance to the individual character of 316 
action, emphasizing issues like diet shift but also tourism. Nonetheless, the literature also points to the 317 
role of choice architectures, infrastructures, and social norms, in addition to policy instruments, in 318 
changing the opportunity space for new consumption patterns.  319 
Forth, the role of thermal comfort in buildings, the role of active travel in transport, and the role of diets 320 
in consumption all point to a strong alignment of social and demand-side solutions for climate change 321 
mitigation with wellbeing and individual and public health, consistently acknowledged if not emphasized 322 
in the literature.  323 







































































Figure 5. Cluster-oriented summary of key messages extracted from the highly relevant and highly cited academic publications of 325 
each topic model.  326 
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Mapping epistemic communities via citation patterns 328 
 329 
Figure 6. Bibliographic coupling network of demand-side solution topics. Nodes represent articles scaled by total citations. 330 
Proximity between nodes represents similar citation patterns. To identify communities, we specify clusters of proximate nodes 331 
using a community detection algorithm, representing resulting clusters in colours. All articles in one cluster add with their topic 332 
score to the cluster’s topic score. Topics that exceed 10% of topic score in each cluster are shown in the labels. For background 333 
and similar approach, see (Lamb et al 2018).  334 
What are the different epistemic communities researching climate change mitigation? To answer this 335 
question, we display papers clustered according to joint citation regimes (Figure 6). In each cluster, 336 
manuscript are related by joint citation patterns. Neighboring clusters are closer in terms of citation 337 
patterns than more distant clusters. Clusters which are cited by many other clusters can be interpreted 338 
as bridging topics, while for more isolated clusters we identify opportunities for interdisciplinary 339 
collaboration.  340 
The bibliographic coupling network reveals that most of the literature is connected by citation patterns, 341 
directly or indirectly. Only small clusters are unconnected to the main body of literature, specifically 342 
those on metal and waste, but to some degree also that on social housing. The special role of waste in 343 
the literature had also been identified in (Lamb et al 2018). The overall relation between the literature 344 
points to well-developed exchange between more particular epistemic communities.  345 







































































Broadly, patterns of the thematic map are also reproduced in the bibliographic network. Policy 346 
instruments are found at the top and top left, with governance joining in on the top left. Building and 347 
heat appear more on the bottom right, transport and vehicles on the top right, and diet and food on the 348 
bottom left. This confirms high-level relationship patterns between different topics of the demand-side 349 
literature on climate change mitigation.  350 
Some patterns of the bibliographic network are nonetheless also different to those of the thematic map. 351 
For example tourism is rather marginal in terms of the specific topic vector. It is however central in terms 352 
of citation patterns, relating to similar bodies of literature than academic papers addressing other 353 
demand-side topics.  354 
In epistemic communities, different topics appear together. The topic of sustainability appears as a glue 355 
relating policy communities to part of the mobility literature (clusters 5, 9, 13, 15, 21, 41). In turn, the 356 
building communities are glued together by joint consideration of energy demand (clusters 6, 7, 8, 21, 357 
22). This suggests that at least partially more abstract and encompassing topics serve as connection 358 
between different epistemic communities.  359 
Discussion and conclusions 360 
Our compiled and comprehensive list of references and abstracts includes more than 99,000 unique 361 
studies and reveals that social science, engineering, and environmental dimensions are all reflected in 362 
the wider literature on demand-side climate change mitigation. These involve, among others, a focus on 363 
energy services, such as housing and mobility, lifestyles, as well as a relationship to material and macro 364 
elements such as (urban) governance and infrastructure. It includes methods like life-cycle analysis, and 365 
a technological stock-oriented focus on issues like transport and buildings, representing engineering 366 
approaches. Finally, mostly via food/diet, also dimensions like agriculture, water and forests are explored 367 
in the literature. The complete literature can be found as csv-file in the SI.  368 
Admittedly, the literature on the demand-side reflects recent trends in the overall literature on climate 369 
change mitigation. In the overall climate literature published since 2014 (when the 5th assessment report 370 
of the IPCC was published), key topics that gained currency included ‘households’, ‘urban’, and ‘China’ 371 
(Callaghan et al 2020), all of these topics that are also dominantly reflected in the demand-side and 372 
service oriented climate change mitigation literature (Figure 5).  373 
Our results cover a broad spectrum of issues. We cover end-use sectors (transport, building, industry, 374 
waste), and their services (mobility, shelter, heating and cooling, nutrition, tourism, other energy 375 
services), governance and spatial scope (households, urban), macro-economics and resource use 376 
(growth). Queries were put forward by psychologists, urban scholars, technology innovation studies, 377 
industrial ecology, sociologists, and economists. We tried to cover blind spots by a third set of queries. 378 
Nonetheless, we certainly missed issues. Humanities, such as philosophy and history, and ethnographic 379 
and anthropological studies remain underrepresented, albeit this also reflects the relatively small 380 
number of publications from the humanities. Specifically, humanities have a lower tendency to publish in 381 
peer-reviewed literature that are object of our search queries, but instead publish in, for example, 382 
authored or edited books; also, scholars in humanities publish in their original languages, rather than in 383 
English, more often than in social sciences or technical disciplines. Nonetheless, historical and ethical 384 
studies of low-carbon service provision system deserve more attention and funding and are to a large 385 
extent invisible within climate change assessments.  386 








































































Table 1. Outlook on potential further studies, with key topics, their description and questions, and indicate studies listed. Topics 387 
identified by expert judgement, and are intended to bridge established topics and epistemic communities, thus connecting 388 
insights of different clusters identified in Figure 4 and Figure 6.  389 
Topic Description Indicative study 
Practices, time use, 
consumption and 
well-being 
How do practices and household time use 
depend on both physical and social constraints 
and how do they impact carbon footprints, 
consumption and well-being? 
(Wiedenhofer et al 
2018, Smetschka et al 
2019, Jensen et al 2018) 
Political economy 
of urbanization 
Who profits from what kind of urbanization 
patterns? How does political structure translate 
into different urban form and ensuing GHG 
emissions? What is the role of multilateral 
funding agencies?  
(Gonzalez 2009, Mattioli 




What kinds of market-based, public, and 
communal service provisioning systems and 
their institutions result in low-GHG emission 
patterns? 
(Brand-Correa et al 
2018, Vita et al 2019, 
Fanning et al 2020, Rao 
et al 2019) 
(Re)designing cities 
for promoting 
shared goals of 
well-being and 
sustainability  
How can urban design and policy choices shape 
and leverage more comprehensive views of 
individual and social well-being to promote 
sustainable urban transport modes? 
(Creutzig et al 2012, 
Chapman et al 2016, 
Rodriguez et al 2018, 
Ramaswami et al 2016, 
Nagpure et al 2018, 
Ramaswami 2020) 
Social norms and 
networks 
Individuals are embedded in networks and 
heavily influenced by others in terms of what 
they consume. Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
can be used to integrate social, environmental 
sciences and humanities to intervene for action 
and respond questions such as, How effective 
diffusion of norms through existing networks 
can foster demand-side solutions for climate 
mitigation?   
(Centola 2010, 
Broadbent and 
Vaughter 2014, Zedan 
and Miller 2017; Javaid 
et al 2020) 
Social Status and 
energy 
consumption 
Social contexts in energy consumption is key to 
understanding the potential of demand-side 
changes. How does perceived social status 
interact with household energy decisions that 
carry high potential for behavioural shifts? 
(Lutzenhiser and 
Gossard 2000, Brooks 
and Wilson 2015, 
Wolske et al 2020; 
Ramakrishnan et al 
2020) 
Lifestyle typologies Better understanding of lifestyles in different life 
stages (e.g., the silver economy) and cultures, 
and resulting opportunities for low-carbon 
innovations and sustainability transitions.  




The diverse presentation of disciplines covering broadly similar questions is intriguing. Studies approach 391 
the issue nearly always from one epistemic perspective. However, the value of these studies is of 392 
potentially high complementary value. Demand side transitions may require truly interdisciplinary 393 
collaborations or “deep interdisciplinarity” across A) sectors, e.g. by studying interrelationships between 394 
mobility, shelter and food demand; B) training and expertise, e.g. relating behavioral, building and 395 







































































gender studies; C) dimension, e.g. connecting discourses, markets, and technologies; and D) disciplines, 396 
science and social science with the arts and humanities.  397 
Resulting synthetic work, for example between social scientists studying lifestyles or time use, and 398 
industrial ecologists studying carbon footprints, have considerable potential. Deeply interdisciplinary 399 
studies will certify some conclusions of previous studies through different but complementary lenses, 400 
thus giving them more authority, while disapproving of other conclusions. Potential studies include data-401 
based studies on GHG emissions, and data-based studies coding for various dimensions of lifestyles 402 
(Table 2). Other studies can explore the upstream GHG emissions and resource and environmental 403 
implication of shifts in service provisioning systems, such as urban reconfigurations that enable high 404 
accessibility to health and education by active modes, such as walking and cycling.  405 
Finally, investigations of governance would benefit from accurate understanding of existing lifestyles in 406 
different life stages and cultures, their associated GHG emissions, and trajectories and entry points for 407 
shift. The resulting opportunities and corresponding examples are summarized in Table 1. Together, such 408 
studies can help to establish a new epistemic community around demand-side solutions for climate 409 
change mitigation.  410 
As a final note, we would like to raise a concern on the ahistorical approach in the research on social and 411 
demand-side solutions to climate change mitigation, also evident in this paper. We find that the majority 412 
of papers are published in the last five years, and in a self-enforcing process only highlight English 413 
language literature. The resulting impression is that of a highly innovative research field. However, age-414 
old insights are neither adequately witnessed, nor is literature from historical studies comprehensively 415 
reflected. That may be a mistake. Already a local high culture 2500 years ago inscribed in what they 416 
regarded as the center of the world the maxim of “μηδὲν ἄγαν”—nothing to excess1.  417 
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Figure S1. Comparing topic models based on the government approved IPCC chapter 5 outline with the 542 
topic models including queries developed by the subdomain experts.  543 
 544 
 545 








































































Figure S2. Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the literature on demand-side solution for climate 546 
change mitigation compared to the growth rate of the overall literature on climate change (Callaghan et 547 
al 2020).  548 
 549 
Expert survey 550 
We asked 32 domain experts to evaluate the importance of 6 dimensions (technology, institutions, 551 
culture, physical structure, social structure, social norm, and behavior) for the study of demand-side 552 
climate mitigation (Figure S2). Experts may not cover all aspects of demand-side climate change 553 
mitigation, and also experts inadequately represent geographical and cultural scope, providing potential 554 
bias. However, given the generic nature of this survey, we nonetheless think that the results are 555 
relevant.  556 
There are two main results. First, all dimensions are generally understood to be very important at not 557 
too different levels, all ranging from 0.74 and 0.86 in importance. Second, behavior was measured as the 558 
highest-ranking dimensions, technology as the lowest-ranking, with all others in between. The similarity 559 
in ranking underscores the highly systemic and interdisciplinary nature of demand-side solutions. 560 
 561 
Figure S3. 26 Domain expert response to “Which dimensions matter for demand-side solutions of climate change mitigation?” 562 
Each dimension could be graded between 0 and 5. Responses were aggregated and normalized with respect to the highest 563 
possible aggregate grade.  564 
 565 
We also asked for the relative importance of end-use sectors for the respective domain expert queries 566 
(Figure S3). The reviews emphasized mobility, buildings, and food, while tourism and clothing was less 567 
investigated. This roughly corresponds to the relative shares of consumption-based footprints in Europe 568 
(Ivanova et al 2017, Wiedenhofer et al 2018).  569 
















































































Figure S4. Relative consideration of end-use sectors.  571 
 572 
Example: Distribution of literature on energy demand in the two-dimensional map of the overall 573 
literature.  574 
 575 
 576 
Figure S5. Mapping of the topic literature on energy demand in the overall literature map.   577 









































































Figure S6. Full topic labelling.  579 









































































Figure S7. Relevant topic labelling.   581 
 582 
Table S1. IPCC queries 583 
 584 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR "climate crisis") AND ("Sustainable Development" OR 
"sustainability") AND ("human needs" OR "access" OR "service*" OR 
"affordabl*")) NOT WC = ( SOIL SCIENCE OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE HARDWARE 
ARCHITECTURE OR PLANT SCIENCES OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR 
NURSING OR PHYSICS APPLIED OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR 
MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY METHODS 
3,127 








































































OR VETERINARY SCIENCES OR BIOLOGY OR HISTORY PHILOSOPHY OF 
SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING MANUFACTURING OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 
MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE CYBERNETICS OR 
ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC OR HEALTH CARE SCIENCES SERVICES 
OR IMAGING SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY OR METALLURGY 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR MICROBIOLOGY OR SOCIAL SCIENCES 
BIOMEDICAL OR TOXICOLOGY OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY 
OR COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR ENGINEERING MECHANICAL) 
Query B 
Wellbeing 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR "climate crisis") AND ("well*being")) NOT WC = ( 
BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC 
OR COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY METHODS OR LIMNOLOGY OR PHYSIOLOGY 
OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR MICROBIOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR OPTICS OR ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL OR PHYSICS APPLIED OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR BIOPHYSICS OR 
BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR FISHERIES OR BIOCHEMISTRY 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR VETERINARY SCIENCES OR EVOLUTIONARY 
BIOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL OR ZOOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR MATERIALS SCIENCE MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE CYBERNETICS OR MEDICINE RESEARCH EXPERIMENTAL 
OR ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR ENGINEERING CIVIL OR PALEONTOLOGY 
OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING OR 
ENTOMOLOGY OR PLANT SCIENCES)  OR  TS = 
(("well*being"  OR "wellbeing"  OR "human development" OR "happiness" OR 
"basic need*" OR "human need*"  OR "decent living"  OR "sustainable 
welfare"  OR "energy poverty") AND ("low 
carbon"  OR "decarboni*ation"  OR "climate policy" OR (("carbon" 
OR "CO2"  OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate chang*") NEAR/3 
("mitigation" OR "emissions")) OR ("climat*" AND ("energy" NEAR/3 
("consumption" OR "use"  OR "service*"  OR "access"  OR "transition*")) 





TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR "climate crisis") AND (“sustainable consumption” OR 
“sustainable production”)) NOT WC = ( COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR 
METALLURGY METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR MICROBIOLOGY OR 
BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR 
AUTOMATION CONTROL SYSTEMS OR CELL BIOLOGY OR BIOPHYSICS OR 
CHEMISTRY INORGANIC NUCLEAR OR CHEMISTRY ORGANIC OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING OR ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL 
ELECTRONIC OR ENGINEERING INDUSTRIAL OR NANOSCIENCE 
NANOTECHNOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL OR ENTOMOLOGY OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR GENETICS HEREDITY OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
9,036 








































































MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE TEXTILES OR VETERINARY 
SCIENCES OR MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY OR BIOCHEMISTRY 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY ) OR TS = (((( atmospheric OR anthropogenic OR 
effect* OR emission* OR footprint* OR mitigat* OR sav* OR reduc* OR 
budget* OR impact* OR decreas* ) AND ( carbon OR co2 OR ch4 OR methane 
OR n2o OR nitrous AND oxide OR "greenhouse gas*" OR ghg OR ghgs )) OR ( 
climat* AND ( action* OR chang* OR warm* OR shift* )) OR "global warming" 
OR "emission reduction*" OR ( mitigation AND ( action* OR potential* )) NOT 
( catalyst* OR distill* OR chemicals OR super-critical OR foaming OR pore OR 
nanotube* )) AND ((( lifecycle OR life-cycle OR "life cycle" OR lca OR 
embodied OR indirect OR embedded OR "supply chain" OR "impact 
assessment*" ) AND ( review* OR meta-aggrega* OR meta-analys* OR 
metaggrega* OR metaanalys* OR meta-stud* OR metastud* OR overview* 
OR "systematic map" OR synthesis OR ( meta AND ( stud* OR analys* OR 
aggrega* )))) OR ((( multiregional OR multi-regional OR "multi regional" ) AND 
( input-output OR "input output" )) OR mrio )) AND ((( consum* OR lifestyle* 
OR demand* OR waste* ) OR (( airplane* OR automobile* OR bicycl* OR bik* 
OR bus* OR car* OR commut* OR cycl* OR *diesel OR driv* OR engine* OR 
flight* OR fly* OR fuel* OR gasoline OR "liquefied petroleum gas" OR lpg OR 
kerosene OR metro OR mobil* OR plane* OR ride* OR subway OR touris* OR 
train* OR transit OR transport* OR travel* OR underground OR vehicle* )) OR 
( decreas* OR durab* OR eco* OR efficien* OR green* OR longetivity OR 
natural OR maintain* OR recycl* OR reduc* OR renewabl* OR repair* OR 
reus* OR "second hand" OR second-hand OR shar* OR sufficien* ) OR ( "light 
weight" OR electric* OR hybrid* OR telecommut* OR telework* OR walk* ) 
OR ( "eat less" OR compost* OR flexitarian OR local OR organic OR season* 
OR vegan OR vegetarian ) OR ( beef OR beverage* OR "calor* intake" OR 
cereal* OR cheese OR chicken OR dairy OR diet* OR egg* OR fertilizer* OR 
fish OR food OR fruit* OR grain* OR meat OR milk OR plant* OR pork OR 
restaurant OR sugar OR vegetable* OR yoghurt ) OR ( "air condition*" OR 
apartment* OR appliance* OR boiler* OR cement OR clay OR concrete OR 
construct* OR cool* OR dwelling* OR electronic* OR energy OR "floor space" 
OR heat* OR hemp OR home* OR hous* OR light* OR "living space" OR 
metal* OR refrig* OR rent* OR room OR sand OR shelter OR "solar panel*" 
OR stone OR timber OR window* OR "white good*" OR wood ) OR ( cohous* 
OR co-hous* OR downsize* OR insulat* OR refurbish* OR renovat* OR 
retrofit* OR (( temperature OR thermal ) AND ( preference OR comfort OR 
set-point* OR "set point*" OR setting)))))) 
Query D 
Service 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND “service*” AND (“demand” OR “sector*” 
OR “system*”) NOT (“ecosystem service*” OR “water service*”))) NOT WC = 
(VETERINARY SCIENCES OR ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE THEORY METHODS OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OR 
MATERIALS SCIENCE MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR BIOLOGY OR INSTRUMENTS 
INSTRUMENTATION OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR 
MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR OPTICS OR TOXICOLOGY OR 
GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR COMPUTER SCIENCE SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING OR ENTOMOLOGY OR IMAGING SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHIC 
4,539 







































































TECHNOLOGY OR METALLURGY METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR MARINE 
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
OR AUTOMATION CONTROL SYSTEMS OR AGRICULTURE DAIRY ANIMAL 
SCIENCE OR ZOOLOGY OR LIMNOLOGY OR EMERGENCY MEDICINE OR 
PHYSICS APPLIED OR MECHANICS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR GEOLOGY OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY 
OR PHYSIOLOGY OR SOIL SCIENCE ) 
Query E1 
Culture 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“culture” OR “religion”)) NOT WC = 
(OBSTETRICS GYNECOLOGY OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY 
OR NEUROSCIENCES OR GASTROENTEROLOGY HEPATOLOGY OR 
GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE BIOMATERIALS OR 
MICROBIOLOGY OR SURGERY OR RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OR LIMNOLOGY OR 
ZOOLOGY OR ARCHAEOLOGY OR ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR PARASITOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY 
OR DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR 
BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH 
METHODS OR DERMATOLOGY OR BIOLOGY OR ENDOCRINOLOGY 
METABOLISM OR GENETICS HEREDITY OR PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY OR 
DENTISTRY ORAL SURGERY MEDICINE OR REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
APPLICATIONS OR MEDICINE RESEARCH EXPERIMENTAL OR HISTORY 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OR BIOPHYSICS OR CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE OR 
VETERINARY SCIENCES OR IMMUNOLOGY OR INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR 
TOXICOLOGY OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR CELL 
BIOLOGY OR NANOSCIENCE NANOTECHNOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS 
OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR PHYSICS APPLIED 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“social norm*”)) NOT WC = (OBSTETRICS 
GYNECOLOGY OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR 
NEUROSCIENCES OR GASTROENTEROLOGY HEPATOLOGY OR GEOCHEMISTRY 
GEOPHYSICS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE BIOMATERIALS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR 
SURGERY OR RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OR LIMNOLOGY OR ZOOLOGY OR 
ARCHAEOLOGY OR ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR 
PARASITOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR DEVELOPMENTAL 
BIOLOGY OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY OR BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR DERMATOLOGY OR 
BIOLOGY OR ENDOCRINOLOGY METABOLISM OR GENETICS HEREDITY OR 
PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY OR DENTISTRY ORAL SURGERY MEDICINE OR 
REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR MEDICINE RESEARCH 
EXPERIMENTAL OR HISTORY PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OR BIOPHYSICS OR 
CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE OR VETERINARY SCIENCES OR IMMUNOLOGY OR 
267 







































































INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR TOXICOLOGY OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR CELL BIOLOGY OR NANOSCIENCE 
NANOTECHNOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“behavioral change*” OR “behavioural 
change*” OR (“household energy consumption”) OR (“household energy 
use”) OR (“energy conservation”))) NOT WC = (OBSTETRICS GYNECOLOGY OR 
BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR NEUROSCIENCES OR 
GASTROENTEROLOGY HEPATOLOGY OR GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR 
MATERIALS SCIENCE BIOMATERIALS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR SURGERY OR 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OR LIMNOLOGY OR ZOOLOGY OR ARCHAEOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR PARASITOLOGY OR 
MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY OR 
MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR 
BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR DERMATOLOGY OR BIOLOGY OR 
ENDOCRINOLOGY METABOLISM OR GENETICS HEREDITY OR 
PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY OR DENTISTRY ORAL SURGERY MEDICINE OR 
REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR MEDICINE RESEARCH 
EXPERIMENTAL OR HISTORY PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OR BIOPHYSICS OR 
CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE OR VETERINARY SCIENCES OR IMMUNOLOGY OR 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR TOXICOLOGY OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR CELL BIOLOGY OR NANOSCIENCE 
NANOTECHNOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 
EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR PHYSICS APPLIED OR POLYMER SCIENCE OR 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“social practice” OR “practice theory”)) 
NOT WC = (OBSTETRICS GYNECOLOGY OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED 
MICROBIOLOGY OR NEUROSCIENCES OR GASTROENTEROLOGY HEPATOLOGY 
OR GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE BIOMATERIALS OR 
MICROBIOLOGY OR SURGERY OR RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OR LIMNOLOGY OR 
ZOOLOGY OR ARCHAEOLOGY OR ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR PARASITOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY 
OR DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR 
BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH 
METHODS OR DERMATOLOGY OR BIOLOGY OR ENDOCRINOLOGY 
METABOLISM OR GENETICS HEREDITY OR PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY OR 
DENTISTRY ORAL SURGERY MEDICINE OR REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
APPLICATIONS OR MEDICINE RESEARCH EXPERIMENTAL OR HISTORY 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OR BIOPHYSICS OR CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE OR 
VETERINARY SCIENCES OR IMMUNOLOGY OR INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR 
TOXICOLOGY OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR CELL 
BIOLOGY OR NANOSCIENCE NANOTECHNOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS 
112 








































































OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR PHYSICS APPLIED 
OR POLYMER SCIENCE OR ONCOLOGY) 
Query F 
Sharing 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“sharing economy” OR “shared mobility” 
OR “shared consumption” OR “collaborative consumption” OR “community 
energy”))) NOT WC =  (COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY METHODS OR 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR 
MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
APPLICATIONS OR COMPUTER SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS ) OR TS = 
(("car sharing" OR "vehicle sharing" OR "shar* mobility" OR "ride sharing" OR 
“bike sharing” OR “electric scooter rental” OR “car pooling” ) AND ("CO2" OR 
"carbon" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“information and communication 
technologies” OR “digitali*” OR “ICT” OR “information technology” or 
“communication technology”)) NOT WC = (COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CYBERNETICS OR PHYSICS CONDENSED MATTER OR BIOLOGY OR INFECTIOUS 
DISEASES OR PARASITOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR SOIL 
SCIENCE OR SPECTROSCOPY OR ZOOLOGY OR AGRICULTURE DAIRY ANIMAL 
SCIENCE OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR ALLERGY OR 




(TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“circular economy”))) NOT WC = 
(METALLURGY METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 
ENTOMOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR MICROBIOLOGY OR 
MATERIALS SCIENCE CHARACTERIZATION TESTING OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
TEXTILES OR MINERALOGY OR MINING MINERAL PROCESSING OR 
NANOSCIENCE NANOTECHNOLOGY OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 





(TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“social accept*" OR "social license to 
operate" OR "acceptance" OR “NIMBY” OR “acceptability”))) NOT WC = 
(PHYSICS ATOMIC MOLECULAR CHEMICAL OR SURGERY OR BIOCHEMISTRY 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY 
METHODS OR INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTATION OR GASTROENTEROLOGY 
HEPATOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR METALLURGY 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR MICROBIOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR MINING MINERAL PROCESSING OR 
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR CHEMISTRY 
ANALYTICAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR HISTORY 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OR COMPUTER SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
OR PHYSICS APPLIED OR CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED 
OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR PHYSICS PARTICLES FIELDS OR 
2,385 








































































VETERINARY SCIENCES OR PHYSICS NUCLEAR OR ENTOMOLOGY OR 
BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR DERMATOLOGY OR SOIL 




(TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“leapfrogging” OR “capacity for change” 
OR “rate of change” OR “lock-in” OR “path dependenc*”))) NOT WC = 
(PHYSICS CONDENSED MATTER OR MATERIALS SCIENCE MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR INFECTIOUS 
DISEASES OR ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR NANOSCIENCE 
NANOTECHNOLOGY OR RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OR BIOPHYSICS OR 
BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR OPTICS OR 
MEDICINE RESEARCH EXPERIMENTAL OR SOIL SCIENCE OR PHYSIOLOGY OR 
GENETICS HEREDITY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE COMPOSITES OR PHYSICS 
APPLIED OR TOXICOLOGY OR METALLURGY METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 
OR SURGERY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL OR 
AGRICULTURE DAIRY ANIMAL SCIENCE OR CHEMISTRY MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
OR DENTISTRY ORAL SURGERY MEDICINE OR NEUROSCIENCES OR 
GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR ZOOLOGY OR 
PEDIATRICS OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR VETERINARY 
SCIENCES OR IMMUNOLOGY OR PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY OR MEDICINE 
GENERAL INTERNAL OR POLYMER SCIENCE OR ENDOCRINOLOGY 
METABOLISM OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OR CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR MATERIALS 
SCIENCE CERAMICS OR TROPICAL MEDICINE OR PARASITOLOGY OR 
MATERIALS SCIENCE COATINGS FILMS OR INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTATION 
OR LIMNOLOGY OR CONSTRUCTION BUILDING TECHNOLOGY OR CELL 
BIOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR 
PHYSICS ATOMIC MOLECULAR CHEMICAL OR BIOLOGY OR PERIPHERAL 
VASCULAR DISEASE OR CHEMISTRY INORGANIC NUCLEAR OR CARDIAC 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE CHARACTERIZATION 
TESTING OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR ONCOLOGY OR CLINICAL 




(TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“actor*” Or “agent*” OR “decision 
maker*” NOT “reaction”))) NOT WC = (METALLURGY METALLURGICAL 
ENGINEERING OR ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR MICROBIOLOGY OR 
ANESTHESIOLOGY OR PHYSICS ATOMIC MOLECULAR CHEMICAL OR 
CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL OR MATERIALS SCIENCE CERAMICS OR POLYMER 
SCIENCE OR PHYSIOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR 
BIOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE COATINGS FILMS OR TOXICOLOGY OR 
PARASITOLOGY OR SURGERY OR SOIL SCIENCE OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 
MINERALOGY OR NEUROSCIENCES OR CHEMISTRY ORGANIC OR PERIPHERAL 
VASCULAR DISEASE OR NANOSCIENCE NANOTECHNOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE THEORY METHODS OR CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL OR VETERINARY 
SCIENCES OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
10,880 







































































ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR ENGINEERING BIOMEDICAL OR PHYSICS 
APPLIED OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR ENTOMOLOGY OR NUCLEAR 
SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE BIOMATERIALS OR 
MATERIALS SCIENCE COMPOSITES OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
OR CHEMISTRY MEDICINAL OR ONCOLOGY OR ZOOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTATION OR 
RADIOLOGY NUCLEAR MEDICINE MEDICAL IMAGING OR MARINE 
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR CELL BIOLOGY OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR 
BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY OR 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR CHEMISTRY INORGANIC NUCLEAR ) 
Query L 
Welfare 
(TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND (“non-mitigation policies” OR “welfare” 
OR “housing” or “employment” OR “urban transport” OR “air pollution”))) 
NOT WC = ( BIOPHYSICS OR OPTICS OR LIMNOLOGY OR PHYSIOLOGY OR 
VETERINARY SCIENCES OR COMPUTER SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
APPLICATIONS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR 
ORNITHOLOGY OR ZOOLOGY OR PALEONTOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR PARASITOLOGY OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OR SOIL SCIENCE OR IMAGING SCIENCE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR ALLERGY OR 
CHEMISTRY PHYSICAL OR GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR INSTRUMENTS 
INSTRUMENTATION OR TOXICOLOGY OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY OR IMMUNOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY METHODS OR 
ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 
CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL OR INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR ARCHAEOLOGY OR 
PHYSICS APPLIED OR TROPICAL MEDICINE OR ENTOMOLOGY OR MARINE 
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR GEOLOGY OR 
ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR GENETICS HEREDITY OR AGRICULTURE DAIRY 




(TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND ((“policy” OR “policies”) AND “lifestyle 
change” OR “behavioral change” OR “behavioural change”))) NOT WC = 
(COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR BIOCHEMISTRY 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE THEORY METHODS OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR ENGINEERING 
AEROSPACE OR HISTORY PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGY OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR MEDICINE GENERAL 
INTERNAL OR PALEONTOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR PHYSIOLOGY OR 
ZOOLOGY OR ARCHAEOLOGY OR AUTOMATION CONTROL SYSTEMS OR 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR "global 
warming" OR "climate crisis") AND ("urban*" OR "municipal" OR "city" OR 
"cities" OR "metropolitan" OR "human settlement" OR "village" OR "town") 
5,457 







































































AND ("low carbon" OR "decarboni*ation" OR (("energy" OR "carbon" OR 
"CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climat*") NEAR/3 "mitigation") 
OR (("energy" OR "carbon" OR "CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas") 
NEAR/3 ("reduc*" OR "polic*" OR "governance")))) NOT WC = ( CHEMISTRY 
APPLIED OR IMAGING SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR METALLURGY 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR TOXICOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR 
ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR 
NANOSCIENCE NANOTECHNOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY 
METHODS OR BIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC OR SOIL 
SCIENCE OR OPTICS OR AUTOMATION CONTROL SYSTEMS OR BIOCHEMISTRY 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR 
ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR COMPUTER SCIENCE HARDWARE 
ARCHITECTURE OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL 
OR COMPUTER SCIENCE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING OR GEOCHEMISTRY 
GEOPHYSICS OR ENTOMOLOGY OR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER 
SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 





















































































Table S2. Expert queries 592 




TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR “climate crisis”) AND 
((“business*” OR “business practice*” OR “business 
model*” OR “financial market” OR “firms” OR 
“investment*” OR “institution*”OR “innovation*” OR 
“insurance*”) AND (“energy” AND (“demand” OR 
















TS = (("energy use" OR "energy consumption" OR "energy 
demand" OR "sustainab*" OR "degrowth" OR "resource*") 
AND ("working time" OR "working hours" OR "worktime" 
OR "work time" OR "leisure time" )) 
1,862 






TS = (("minimal energy requirement in residential house") 
OR ("Drivers of energy consumption") OR ("social housing" 












TS = (("status" OR "social standing" OR "positional goods" 
OR "relative standing" OR "social norm" OR "relative 
income" OR "reputation" OR "lifestyle") AND ("transport*" 
OR "mobility" OR "infrastructure" OR "electri*" OR 
"building*" OR "cooling" OR "heating" OR "thermal 
comfo*" OR "lighting" OR "cooking" OR "fuel*" OR "green" 
OR "energy us*" OR "greenhouse gas emission*" OR 
"carbon footprint" OR "climate change") AND ("demand" 
OR "consumption") AND ("household*" OR "domestic" or 
"residential" OR "individual*" OR "consumer*" OR 
"agent*" OR "driver*" OR "user*" OR "inhabitant*" OR 
"dweller*")) 
3,499 
 Consumption based mitigation options 
EL 6 Clothes TS = (("CO2"OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
234 












































































(("clothing" OR "clothes" OR "fashion") AND ("consum*" 
OR "demand" OR "household*" OR "usage"))) 















TS = (("Information and communication technolog*" OR 
"ict" OR "information technolog*" OR "digital technolog*" 
OR "information system*" OR "electronic device*" OR 
"telecommunication* service*" OR "informatic*" OR 
"streaming*" OR "download*") AND ("energ*" OR 
"electricit*" OR "environment*" OR "carbon" OR 
"greenhouse gas*" OR "ghg" OR "sustainab*") AND 
("consumption" OR "efficienc*" OR "utilisation" OR "use" 
OR "expenditure" OR "demand" OR "saving*" OR 
"emission*" OR "impact*") AND ("virtual* good*" OR 
"digital* good*" OR "demateriali* good*" OR "virtual* 
commerce*" OR "digital* commerce*" OR "demateriali* 
commerce*" OR "virtual* retail*" OR "digital* retail*" OR 
"demateriali* retail*" OR "virtual* media*" OR "digital* 
media*" OR "demateriali* media*" OR "virtual* book*" 
OR "digital* book*" OR "demateriali* book*" OR "virtual* 
print*" OR "digital* print*" OR "demateriali* print*" OR 
"virtual* press*" OR "digital* press*" OR "demateriali* 
press*" OR "virtual* journal*" OR "digital* journal*" OR 
"demateriali* journal*" OR "virtual* newspaper*" OR 
"digital* newspaper*" OR "demateriali* newspaper*" OR 
"virtual* magazine*" OR "digital* magazine*" OR 
"demateriali* magazine*" OR "virtual* music*" OR 
"digital* music*" OR "demateriali* music*" OR "virtual* 
audio*" OR "digital* audio*" OR "demateriali* audio*" OR 
"virtual* video*" OR "digital* video*" OR "demateriali* 
video*" OR "virtual* television*" OR "digital* television*" 
OR "demateriali* television*" OR "virtual* movie*" OR 
"digital* movie*" OR "demateriali* movie*" OR "virtual* 
film*" OR "digital* film*" OR "demateriali* film*" OR 




EL 8 Transition 
TS= ("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(TS=("multi-level perspective" OR "socio-technical 
transitions") OR TS=(transition$ NEAR/5 (societ* OR 
energ* OR sustainab*) NOT ion*) OR (TS=(transition$ 
NEAR/5 (carbon)) NOT WC=(chem* OR electrochem*)) 
3,212 











































































NOT TS=("chemical transition*" OR "transition metal" OR 
"nano*")) 
EL 9 Decoupling 
TS = (((food OR energy) AND demand-management AND 
climate AND mitigation) OR (decoupling AND human need 
satisfaction AND (energy OR food)) OR (good life AND 
planetary AND boundaries) OR (energy AND demand AND 











TS = ((GDP OR "gross domestic product" OR "economic 
growth" OR degrowth OR "green growth" OR recession) 
AND (decoupl* OR efficien* OR productiv* OR 
dematerial* OR correlat*) AND (material OR energy OR 












TS = (("health" OR "healthy") AND ("disparity" OR 
"uneven" OR "inequity" OR "equity" OR "justice") AND 
("environment" OR "environmental") AND ("air pollution" 












TS = ((distribution OR inequality OR poverty) AND 
(sufficiency OR threshold OR floor OR ceiling OR ration*) 
AND (emissions OR climate change)) 
6,097 
 Food 
EL 13 Food 
TS= ("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(TS= (("food " OR ("nutrition" NEAR/5 ("human")) OR 
("food" NEAR/5 ("diet$" OR "energ*"))) AND ("consum*" 
OR "demand" OR "household$" OR "usage"))) 
7,595 




















































































TS = ((food) AND (food waste OR food refuse OR food 
discard OR wasted food OR food loss OR food demand) 
AND (reduc* OR reuse* OR recycl* OR decreas* OR 
prevent* OR dispos* OR manag*) AND (costs OR trade-
offs OR benefits OR co-benefits OR synerg* OR link*) AND 
(SDG OR Sustainable Development OR sustainability OR 














TS = ((nudg* OR bias* OR "choice-architecture" OR 
(behavior*r* AND (stimul* OR polic* OR interven*))) AND 
((food* OR meat* OR fish OR dairy OR milk) OR ("food 
wast*" OR waste)) AND (climate OR emission* OR 









TS = (("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
("urban" OR "municipal" OR "city" OR "cities" OR 
"metropolitan") AND ("low carbon" OR "decarboni*ation" 
OR (("energy" OR "carbon" OR "CO2" OR "GHG" OR 
"greenhouse gas" OR "climat*") NEAR/3 "mitigation") OR 
(("energy" OR "carbon" OR "CO2" OR "GHG" OR 
"greenhouse gas") NEAR/3 ("reduc*" OR "polic*" OR 
"governance"))) AND ("demand")) NOT WC = ( CHEMISTRY 
APPLIED OR IMAGING SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHIC 
TECHNOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE OR METALLURGY METALLURGICAL 
ENGINEERING OR TOXICOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR MICROBIOLOGY OR 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR ENGINEERING CHEMICAL OR 
MARINE FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR NANOSCIENCE 
NANOTECHNOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE THEORY 
METHODS OR BIOLOGY OR ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL 
ELECTRONIC OR SOIL SCIENCE OR OPTICS OR 
AUTOMATION CONTROL SYSTEMS OR BIOCHEMISTRY 
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR ENGINEERING MECHANICAL OR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OR 
NUTRITION DIETETICS OR MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL 
824 












































































OR COMPUTER SCIENCE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING OR 
GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR ENTOMOLOGY OR 
EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY OR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGY OR MINERALOGY ) 
 Mobility 
EL 17 Mobility 
TS= ("CO2"OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND (TS 
= (("transport" OR "mobility" OR "accessibility") OR 
(mobility NEAR/5 (societ* OR energ* OR sustainab*))) 
AND (TS = ("consum*" OR "demand" OR "household$" OR 
"usage")) NOT TS =("cook*" OR "polymer" OR "chemical" 













TI = ("vehicle" OR “vehicles" OR "transit" OR "bus" OR 
"buses" OR "cycling" OR "biking" OR "bicycle" OR "train" 
OR "subway" OR "walk"  OR "walking"  OR  "rail" OR "car-
sharing" OR "car-pooling" OR "e-bike" OR  "Modal" OR 
"modal split" OR "mobility" OR "travel" OR "trip" OR 
"trips" OR "transport" OR "drive" OR "driving" OR "car-
use" OR "non-car") AND TS = ("review" OR "scooping" OR 
"meta-analysis " OR "synthesis" OR " Critical appraisal" OR 
" meta-regression")  NOT TI  = ("film" OR “thermal" OR 
"nanoparticle" OR "magnet" OR  "film" OR "crystal" OR 
"chemical" OR "quantum" OR "metal" OR " oxid " OR 
"semiconductor" OR "nanostructure"  OR "tourism"  OR  
"freight" OR "mathematical" OR " fuzzy" OR "hinfin" OR  
"feedback" OR "closedloop" OR "lyapunov" OR 
"outputfeedback" OR "magnetorheolog" OR "bandwidth" 
OR "systemonchip" OR "onchip" OR "metalinsul " OR "soil 
" OR "plant" OR "plants" OR "biogeochemistry" OR 
"grassland" OR "sediment" OR "membrane" OR "magnet" 
OR "ocean") NOT TS  = ("film " OR “thermal" OR 
"nanoparticle" OR "crystal" OR "chemical" OR "quantum" 
OR "metal" OR " oxid " OR " semiconductor " OR " 
nanostructure "  OR " fuzzy " OR " closedloop " OR " 
lyapunov " OR " magnetorheolog soil " OR "plant" OR 
"biogeochemistry" OR "grassland" OR "sediment" OR 
"membrane" OR "magnet" OR " ocean" OR 
"semiconductor" OR "nanostructure" OR "nanoparticle" 
OR "protein" OR "neuron") NOT WC = (MEDICAL 
INFORMATICS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING OR 
THERMODYNAMICS OR BIOPHYSICS OR ENGINEERING 
6,879 












































































BIOMEDICAL OR NUCLEAR SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OR 
PHYSICS FLUIDS PLASMAS OR METEOROLOGY 
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES OR SOIL SCIENCE OR 
OCEANOGRAPHY OR WATER RESOURCES OR CHEMISTRY 
PHYSICAL OR ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL OR GERIATRICS 
GERONTOLOGY OR NANOSCIENCE NANOTECHNOLOGY OR 
CHEMISTRY MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR FORESTRY OR 
MEDICINE GENERAL INTERNAL OR PHYSIOLOGY OR 
ACOUSTICS OR MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONAL 
BIOLOGY OR AGRICULTURE MULTIDISCIPLINARY OR 
CHEMISTRY ANALYTICAL OR ROBOTICS OR AGRONOMY 
OR ELECTROCHEMISTRY OR PHARMACOLOGY PHARMACY 
OR BIOCHEMISTRY MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OR MARINE 
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY OR NUTRITION DIETETICS OR 
BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS OR PHYSICS 
CONDENSED MATTER OR BIOTECHNOLOGY APPLIED 
MICROBIOLOGY OR LIMNOLOGY OR ENDOCRINOLOGY 
METABOLISM OR REHABILITATION OR ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL OR RADIOLOGY NUCLEAR MEDICINE MEDICAL 
IMAGING OR HEALTH CARE SCIENCES SERVICES OR 
GEOCHEMISTRY GEOPHYSICS OR METALLURGY 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING OR  PLANT SCIENCES OR 
PATHOLOGY OR CELL BIOLOGY OR EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
OR RHEUMATOLOGY OR POLYMER SCIENCE OR 
TOXICOLOGY OR HEMATOLOGY OR CLINICAL NEUROLOGY 
OR CHEMISTRY ORGANIC OR OPHTHALMOLOGY OR 
DENTISTRY ORAL SURGERY OR MICROBIOLOGY OR 
REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OR PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH OR BIOLOGY OR ORTHOPEDICS 
OR VIROLOGY OR CHEMISTRY INORGANIC NUCLEAR OR 
ONCOLOGY OR ANESTHESIOLOGY OR PERIPHERAL 
VASCULAR DISEASE OR OBSTETRICS GYNECOLOGY OR 
PARASITOLOGY OR DERMATOLOGY OR UROLOGY 
NEPHROLOGY OR NURSING OR CHEMISTRY APPLIED OR 
GASTROENTEROLOGY HEPATOLOGY OR CARDIAC 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OR OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY 
OR IMMUNOLOGY OR VETERINARY SCIENCES OR 
AGRICULTURE DAIRY ANIMAL SCIENCE OR GENETICS 
HEREDITY OR INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR ZOOLOGY OR 
SPECTROSCOPY OR MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
OR DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY 
MEDICINAL OR HORTICULTURE OR CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OR 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OR INTEGRATIVE COMPLEMENTARY 
MEDICINE OR SURGERY OR ENTOMOLOGY OR ANATOMY 
MORPHOLOGY OR PLANNING DEVELOPMENT OR 
MEDICINE LEGAL OR PEDIATRICS OR CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE OR ASTRONOMY ASTROPHYSICS OR 











































































MINERALOGY OR OPTICS OR MATERIALS SCIENCE 
CERAMICS OR PALEONTOLOGY OR RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
OR ENGINEERING OCEAN OR ENGINEERING AEROSPACE 
OR APPLIED ECOLOGY OR FISHERIES OR IMAGING SCIENCE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY OR HOSPITALITY LEISURE 
SPORT TOURISM OR ENGINEERING MARINE OR 
LANGUAGE LINGUISTICS OR PHYSICS NUCLEAR OR 
ARCHAEOLOGY)   
 Tourism 
EL 19 Tourism 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(("Tourism" OR "Tourism management") AND ("Urban 
metabolism" OR "phenology" OR "waste management" 
OR "phenology" OR "mobility" OR "built environment" OR 
"business") AND ("sustainabl*" OR "sustainable 
development"))) 
118 
 Consumer innovations 
EL 20 Gadgets 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(("gadgets" OR "appliances" OR "electronics" OR 
"computer" OR "phone" OR "fridge" OR "freezer" OR "air 
condition*" OR "television") AND (energy NEAR/5 








TS=(("carbon" OR "CO2" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "GHG" 
OR "climate change" OR "global warming" OR "mitigation" 
OR "emission*") AND ("innovation" OR "technolog*" OR 
"business model") AND ("disrupti*" OR "breakthrough" OR 
"game changer" OR "gamechanger" OR "game-changer") 
AND ("consumer" OR "final user" OR "end user" OR "end-
user" OR "adopter" OR "value proposition")) 
39 
 Values, knowledge 
EL 22 Meaning 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(("meaning" OR "religion" OR "culture*" OR "moral*") 
AND ("energy" AND ("behavior*" OR "consum*" OR 
"demand" OR "transition*" OR "innovation*")))) 
767 
EL 23 Human Value 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(("ethic*" OR "human value*" OR "cultural worldview" OR 
642 












































































"value-orientation" OR "environmental engagement" OR 
"personal norm*" OR "attitude$" OR "belief$") AND 
("energ*" AND ("behavior*" OR "consum*" OR "demand" 












TS = (("Indigenous knowledge" OR "local knowledge" OR 
"cultural context" OR "rites" OR "conventions" OR 
"customs" or "morals") AND ("CO2" OR "carbon" OR 
"GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate change" OR 
"global warming" OR “climate crisis”)) 
1,303 
 Social or political action 
EL 25 Movement 
TS=(("CO2" OR "GHG" OR "greenhouse gas" OR "climate 
change" OR "global warming" OR "climate crisis") AND 
(("awareness" OR "info*" OR "education*" OR 
"knowledge") AND (‘grassroot’ OR "interaction$" OR 
"diffusion" OR "campaign$" OR "movement$" OR 
"network$")) AND ("energ*" OR "demand" OR "usge")) 
























TS = (((case study) AND (climate mitigation) AND (polic* 
OR govern*) AND (urban OR cities)) OR ((case stud*) AND 
(climate mitigation) AND (local) AND (transport* OR 
energy OR waste OR building) AND (polic* OR govern*) 
AND (urban OR cities)) OR ((case stud*) AND (climate 
mitigation) AND (local OR region*) AND (action) AND 
(*benefits) AND (specifi*) AND (polic* OR govern*) AND 
(urban OR cities)) OR ((case) AND (climate mitigation) AND 
(local OR region*) AND (action) AND (polic* OR govern*) 
AND (urban OR cities) AND (Africa or Asia)) OR ((case 
study) AND (climate mitigation) AND (local) AND (energy 
demand) AND (energy policy) AND (price) AND (polic* OR 
govern*) AND (urban OR cities))) 
287 
 593 












































































Table S3. The 24 most relevant topics, and their associated key messages extracted from the 10 most cited papers 594 
associated with a topic score > 0.1, and the 10 papers with highest topic scores. In the cases of “GDP” and “work” papers 595 
identified by the topic model were not relevant for climate change mitigation, and we added key papers from systematic 596 
reviews on this topics.  597 
TOPIC 
MODEL 





Public policies play a crucial role in informing, directing and accelerating a 
sustainable energy transition. Transitions require a variety of policy interventions, 
and policy portfolios, to steer the direction, scope and speed of transformative 
innovation shifts at all scales within the systems of production and consumption. 
Not only implementation of a policy mix is important but studies refer to the need 
for coordination, timing and scaling of the policy mix, and maintaining policies over 
the course of decades. The current understanding sees this transition policy 
process as an evolutionary trajectory featuring not only the layering of new policy 
instruments, but also the calibration of existing ones, complemented with policy 
sequencing and replacement over time.  
low-carbon The practice and progress of low-carbon development cover a broad range and 
emerge in multiple dimensions. Current policies promoting low carbon transition 
are dominant on the production side, which could be observed in different sectors 
at global, national, regional, and city levels. The importance of consumption in low 
carbon development has been recognized in the literature, but has been less 
studied. Comprehensive policy design and simulation, covering both production 
and consumption side, and incorporating hybrid policy instruments, is emerging in 
the literature to advance carbon mitigation at speed and scale required.  
tax Explicit environmental taxes are more effective than implicit taxes. However, 
optimal portfolio of policies achieve emission reduction at much cheaper cost than 
single policy instrument. Environmental taxes are highly effective if levied at an 
adequate rate. Carbon taxes can be more effective than energy taxes and in the 
context of welfare as well. If revenue collected from carbon/environmental tax is 
redistributed to households and industries for restructuring and reducing of 
existing tax, potential dividend is very high. A small price elasticity effect on 
demand can generate wider change in consumption patterns via behavioural 
contagion and resulting new social norms.  
cost-benefit Creating the right socio-economic and political conditions for climate change 
mitigation is more important than technical constraints. Evidence suggests that 
current and expected government regulation is an important driver of firms 
innovating to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, avoid hazardous substances, 
and increase recyclability of products. The perceived benefits, such as cost 
savings, are also a central motivating factor for reducing energy and material use. 
On the other hand, costs uncertainties and high external costs can cause firms 
and other actors to forego low-carbon investments and innovations. Current cost-
benefit assessment practices often inhibit investments into climate change 
mitigation due to high discount rates and lack of consideration of (often uncertain) 
externalities and future damages.  
sustainability Building sustainable societies call for changes that should be driven by all kind of 
actors in the society (citizens, companies, politics, NGOs). Scientists and experts 
are also needed to find and explain the ways to build such societies. Given the 
important complexity of the issue of sustainability, multidisciplinarity is a key way of 
doing research. Especially, drawing bridges between social sciences and physical 
sciences will be essential in the years to come. 
GHG 
emissions 
International trade is a significant factor in overall emissions, and consumption-
based emission inventories next to territorial ones as well as reporting of 
emissions transfers are recommended, as indirect emissions in the supply chain 
play an important role. Measures targeting not only direct CO2 emissions but also 
indirect ones as well as CH4 and black carbon emission reductions are 










































































recommended. Technological measures of mitigation are not sufficient for 






Economic growth rests on energy and materials consumption, which drives up 
emissions - a thermodynamically and econometrically widely supported finding. 
While relative decoupling between GDP growth and energy/emissions is often 
found, especially for high-income countries, it is clear that the absolute emission 
reductions required to avoid catastrophic climate change can probably not be 
achieved at high economic growth rates. The widely held hypothesis of an 
Environmental Kuznets Curve is often based on flimsy evidence and usually relies 
on curve-fitted forecasting. Recently developed consumption-based indicators, 
which take into account international production and emissions along supply 
chains, show that shifting of emissions between high- and medium income 
countries can be substantial, further undermining the EKC. Consumption-based 
emissions need to be considered much more systematically, to avoid problem-
shifting. Recent consumption-based literature also shows, that the gap between 






The supposedly high relevance documents are not about 
environmental/energy/climate impacts - they mostly investigate work-family 
balance. High citation count studies have nothing to do with the work that people 
do to make a living, and most articles are also irrelevant from a climate 
perspective. Relevant studies, as evaluated by our expert assessment, try to 
connect working time with climate impacts. Most of them focus on the national 
level while some of them focus on the household level. However, they do not 




Growing populations and increasing standards of living for many people, 
particularly in developing countries will place even more demand on energy 
resources. Energy efficiency is today a prime objective for energy policy at 
regional, national and international levels and alternative service provisioning can 
reduce energy demands by two thirds in households. Alternative energy 
development is a commonly proposed technological means to reduce 
environmental pressure, but lower carbon technologies can also lead to higher 
energy use (boomerang effect). Advanced energy-efficiency technologies reduce 
the energy needed to provide energy services, thereby reducing environmental 
and national security costs of using energy. A degrowth society with a collectively-
owned energy system would allow for a reduction in total energy use as well as a 
lower ratio of fossil fuel energy to alternative energy. 
heating Globally the net effect of climate change on energy use and emissions is relatively 
small, as decreases in heating are compensated for by increases in cooling. There 
are major regional effects and short term changes in heating and cooling needs 
due to increased climate variability and extreme events (e.g. heat waves). 
Demand-supply interactions are vital for a climate-resilient energy system. Low 
carbon heat and electricity production necessitates production from renewables, 
heat recovery, storage and low temperature heat production. Demand-side 
measures are necessary in both existing and new buildings: distributed production 
of renewable energy in combination with distributed thermal storage and passive 
construction solutions that additionally contribute to resilience and thermal 
comfort. 
social housing Culture and gender are significant factors in the variation of electricity 
consumption in social housing. The indoor thermal discomfort experienced by the 
households of social housing during cold winter days was higher than that 
experienced in summer.  Climate change will increase the frequency and the 
intensity of heat waves, and a range of measures, including improvements to 
housing, management of chronic diseases, and institutional care of the elderly and 
the vulnerable, will need to be developed to reduce health impacts.  












































































building With economic growth, demand for buildings has increased tremendously and 
thus their energy usage has grown drastically. Most of this energy is needed for 
lighting, heating, cooling, and air conditioning. Today, air conditioning has become 
a necessity in most commercial and residential buildings. Studies suggest 
buildings have huge untapped potential for emission reductions. Therefore, 
national level plans for the promotion of zero energy buildings to respond to 
climate change and energy crises are important. Countries have developed 
several energy efficiency policies for new and existing buildings. Buildings are 
durable, so poor policy designs can have heavy trade-offs for many years into the 
future. Mitigation strategies include energy efficient retrofitting of existing buildings 
(considered as relatively low cost and has high uptake rates), developments in 
intelligent air-control strategies, and smart chiller sequencing methodologies that 
reduce the primary energy utilization for cooling.  
community Communities can play a central role in sustainability transitions including the 
mitigation of climate change. Examples include the generation of energy at 
community-levels, reductions in energy consumptions or the retrofitting of 
buildings. Following the notion of governance beyond the state, community-level 
and local-level responses can complement hierarchical mitigation ambitions at the 
global and national level. Local contexts are also central to the perception and 
acceptance of sustainable energy development at community-level. However, 
while low-carbon communities have been described as a way to change individual 
behaviour by going beyond an individualistic approach to behaviour change, the 
focus on the local level has also been criticized for setting asymmetric 
expectations on communities and their individuals. 
city The sustainable and low-carbon city emerges as central vision of urban planners. 
Cities are places where the majority of consumption-based GHG emissions 
originate. Scaling effects in consumptions negative improvements in energy 
efficiency and carbon intensity. Solutions include renewable energy replacing 
fossil fuels in electricity, energy efficient travel and buildings, waste minimization, 
reduced consumption, and urban greening (trees). A dense network of 
administrations and non-governmental actors support transitioning to low-carbon 
cities, often in form of experiments that form a new political space.  
rural 
households 
Rural households face a variety a different risks (water, socio-demographic 
structure, agricultural productivity, crop losses) from climate change, causing 
livelihood vulnerability among different set of households in rural areas, especially 
if agricultural productivity and livestock is impacted. Rural households show keen 
awareness of climatic variability and its impact on livestock health, crop yields and 
a range of other problems. Adaptation measures are key for rural population, 
especially for agriculture and livestock. Access to credit, extension and information 
are found to be the main drivers behind household being able to take adaptation 
actions. 
governance Climate change and the potential for mitigation are clearly governed by a wide 
range of different actors operating at different scales and in diverse contexts. 
Understanding the nature of these interactions is therefore critically important. We 
have much to learn from conceptual and empirical analyses of the structures, 
processes, mechanisms of climate governance and the outcomes that they 
generate. 
MOBILITY CLUSTER 
vehicle A central topic are electric-drive vehicles as alternative to reduce CO2 and local 
pollutant emissions in transportation. Electric vehicles support mitigation efforts 
best if a high percentage of the electricity mix comes from renewable sources and 
if the battery manufacturing is also low-carbon. Empirical studies have shown that 
consumer attitudinal barriers are inhibiting the adoption of new vehicle 
technologies. Behavioural changes in rollout of charging stations are necessary to 
improve adoption rates of electric vehicles. Electric vehicles are considered the 
most promising technical alternative to internal combustion engine vehicles for a 
low-carbon transportation sector. 











































































transport Transport offers great potential for mitigation improvement, requiring 
considerations of both transport demand and supply. More efficient cars, possibly 
powered by electric drivetrains, are key to reduce emissions, but increasing travel 
volume and larger, heavier vehicles are compromising efforts. Residents from 
communities with higher density, greater connectivity, and more land use mix 
report higher rates of walking/cycling than low-density, poorly connected, and 
single land use neighbourhoods. Construction and modernization of transport 
infrastructure elements and organizational changes in transport (including 
legislative solutions) are important to design service provisioning systems and 
associated travel demand consistent with quickly reducing GHG emissions. An 
efficient and comprehensive public transport system and an integrated system of 
active transport, all accompanied by good urban design, would reduce the 
occurrence of many of these problems. The ability to travel despite not having car 
access - through adequate public transport - is of considerable importance to 
society in terms of the wellbeing of citizens and the national economic costs 
associated with inequality and disadvantage. Active transport requires 
complementing motorized solutions, e.g. shared pooled mobility, to avoid new 
mobility injustices (e.g. gender inequality). 
travel Passenger transport is one of the largest sources of global CO2-emissions; 
transport by private motor vehicle is the primary driver. Changing people’s mode, 
distance, and frequency of travel therefore represent a key role in decarbonizing 
societies. Achieving these changes will, amongst other, demand altering the built 
environment (e.g., by increasing availability of public transport and improving 
bicycle infrastructure) and the location of residential areas (e.g., by increasing 
building density, improve connectivity). Complementing initiatives to curb demand 
for air travel and luxury vehicles are also necessary. 
electricity The electricity sector is often the largest national sector in terms of GHG 
emissions but also seen as the sector most straightforward to decarbonize. Many 
countries have therefore set concrete targets for the reduction of greenhouse 
gases in the electricity sector and have introduced different policies (in particular 
demand side management, promotion of renewable energies and GHG pricing). 
Three broad strands of current scientific literature emerge. Firstly, a large number 
of studies are dealing with the question of which policies, especially in 
industrialized countries, are cost-effective to further reduce GHG emissions in the 
electricity sector. Second, there is a growing debate that a strong reduction of 
GHGs in other sectors can only be achieved through the electrification of these 
sectors, e.g. a strong switch to electric vehicles and the opportunities and 
challenges of this for the electricity sector. Thirdly, it is expected that emerging 
and developing countries will use significantly more electricity in the future and the 
question is how to achieve this sustainably.  
FOOD CLUSTER 
consumption Household GHG emissions differ substantially within and across populations: from 
1 tCO2 in African countries to ~30 tCO2 in the United States in 2009, driven by 
national energy systems and industrial structures, as well as patterns of individual 
consumption, particularly heating, electricity use, driving, air travel and diets. 
Shifting to lifestyles and expenditure patterns of existing low-emissions high well-
being consumption, e.g. less expenditure on mobility and meat consumption, more 
on leisure and high-quality goods, could unlock substantial emissions reductions. A 
shift towards low-meat diets holds the promise of high emissions reductions on a 
global scale, while also limiting the spread of chronic, non-communicable diseases 
such as type II diabetes and heart disease. Due to the complexity of consumption 
practices, which are shaped and limited by social norms, infrastructures and 
markets, a range of policy interventions are needed to bring about behaviour shifts. 
diet Food systems - including production, transport, diets/consumption, and food waste 
- are important contributors to global greenhouse gas emissions. Changes in the 
food system could play an important role in reducing environmental footprints 
globally. There are several pathways through which food systems can contribute 
to climate change mitigation. From a production side, there are many 
technological, crop variety and farming system solutions that - if adopted more 










































































widespread in the world - could significantly reduce the climate change impacts of 
agriculture. Reducing food mileage, by enhancing local food supply, could 
substantially reduce emissions from food transport. Dietary change (especially in 
the global North) towards diets that are low in ultra-processed and animal sourced 
foods could, if widely adopted, reduce global agricultural greenhouse gas 
emissions, reduce land clearing and resultant species extinctions, and help 
prevent diet-related chronic non-communicable diseases. Future foods - e.g. 
cultured meat - could potentially play an important role in this transition. Waste 
reduction at household level could reduce food demand (and hence required 
supply and associated emissions).  
waste Waste causes environmental pollution and GHG emissions, which in turn has 
adverse effects on human well-being. The increasing demand for energy and 
materials have resulted in new leanings and perspectives on waste management. 
Solutions depend on local waste characteristics, cultural, climatic, and 
socioeconomic variables, as well as institutional capacity to get value from waste. 
Reducing consumption, increasing the sorting, and recycling, standardize 
collection and management as well as applying waste-to-energy technology are 
critical for the different sectors. A focus on waste to resource, waste and resource 
management and circular economy is needed for resource efficiency. 
tourism The tourism industry is closely associated with energy consumption and CO2 
emissions and is a growing contributor to anthropogenic climate change, 
especially via aviation. A transition from high carbon to low carbon tourism 
requires deep insights into the impact of unplanned tourism as well as recognizing 
the attributes of low carbon tourism. There is a necessity for the development of a 
systematic constructive framework that can support policymakers to suggest low 




































































































Topics covered 621 
 622 
 623 
Combined landscape & expert  IPCC queries 
1 Businesses (processes and structures)  A Sustainability-Service  
2 Lifestyle changes  B Wellbeing  
3 Consumption based mitigation options   C SustConsumption  
4 Sharing economy  D Service  
5 Transition  E Culture-Social norm-Behavior-Social practice 
6 Equity  F Sharing  
7 Food  G Digitalization  
8 Urban   H Circular Economy 
9 Mobility   I Acceptability 
10 Tourism  J Changerate 
11 Consumer innovations  K Agent 
12 Values, knowledge   L Welfare 
13 Social or political action  M Policies 
14 Governance  N Urban  
15     
     
 624 
 625 
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